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Forget cars and bikes.
Students can now
zoom around campus higher and faster
with a $20 plane ride
from local aviator
Ernie Jirak.
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Student saves
victims from
car accident
by Melissa Kilcoyne

in the way, and it would have
been really hard to get it out of
the way," he said.
In order to check on the backEn route to Houston last
passenger,
Blumrick
week. Rob Blumrick said he did seat
not think stopping to aid three crawled through the rear wininj ured ind ividuals in an over- dow and discovered the woman
turned vehicle was a choice.
was in an early stage of shock.
"After I got the passenger out,
"(1 thought), 'Oh my God,
people are hurt inside,"' said we started talking to the people
Blumrick, graduate student from inside to try and keep them conClinton. "I was afraid to look in scious, and I found out that they
at first because you think surely were from Louisville, so it
somebody's going to be dead seemed like a small-world type
inside there or an arm or leg cut coincidence that Kentuckians
off, but I
were running into Kentuckians
far away from home." he said.
wasn't reaiJy
After giving care to both pasthinking very
sengers, Blumrick turned his
much . I've
attention to the driver.
been in the
Army, and
"The driver was bleeding really badly, and I had to stand up
I've
j ust
and look down in through the
been trained
not to really
window," he said. "His arm was
just a lot of blood, so I took off
th ink when
y
0
u
my shirt and handed it down ro
a pproach a
him, and he was able to wrap up
his arm in it."
situation like
that - you
Paramedics arrived on the
just react." Rob Blumrlck scene and used rhe Jaws of Life
B l u mrick Graduate Student
to cut off the automobile' s roof
and his wife,
from Clinton
and remove the remaining occuElizabeth, were driving on Inter- pants. All vehicle occupants
state 30. 15 miles east of were taken to St. Michael's HosTexarkana, Texas, when they pital in Texarkana.
''We took their bags and
saw smoke rising in the middle
of the road and an overturned everything to them because if
they hadn't been able to get their
GMC EJ)voy to the side.
"1 saw the passenger in the bags over there. all their luggage
front seat was hanging by her and stuff would have been
seat belt, and it was getting hard impounded with the vehicle. so
for her to breathe," he said. they wouldn't have had any"There were three people total thing !.here." Blumrick said.
in there, but the other two were "We took some pictures so we
in such a way that I couldn't could give them to them for
get them o ut without possibly insurance purposes."
Blumrick said his time in the
causing injuries to them."
After Blumrick arrived on the Army and National Guard prescene, another bystander came pared him to react quickly in the
and helped him remove the pas- emergency.
Although he said his training
senger's windshield and ·get the
trapped woman out of the vehi- helped him react to the accident.
Blumrick encourages other peocle.
"I let her climb onto my ple to help other people.
"Stop and check. and if anyshoulder and kind of pulled her
out through the windshield," he body is in immediate, lifethreatening danger, it doesn't
said.
While Blumrick aided the matter what their injuries may
injured occupants, Blumriclc's be, get them out of that immediwife called 9 11 and gathered ate danger," he said. "If they're
not in life-threatening danger, if
blankets to prevent shock.
"When I saw the wreck I was they're not in a position where
really worried because I thought staying in that position could
it was going to be something kill them, leave them alone and
really serious," she said. "I'm wait for the paramedics to come.
By moving somebody, you
glad it wasn' t any worse."
If the passengers of the vehi- always run the risk of injuring
cle had not received immediate them further if they've already
help, the front-seat passenger got a head or a back injury."
Blumrick said both passencould have experienced more
gers and the driver were dissevere shock, Blumrick said.
"If she had tried to climb out. charged from the hospital.
''ft was an 11-hour drive that
it would have been nearly
impossible for her to do that ended up taking 16 1/2," he said.
without further injuring herself ''The drive home was much less
because the windshield was just exciting, thankfully."
News Editor
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Murray State soccer team members help coach children with special needs as part of the Outreach Program for Soccer.

Team Players
Women's soccer 'buddies up' with disabled kids
by Severo Avila
College Life Ellitor
Children's laughter filled Cutchin Field Tuesday as members of the Murray State women's
soccer tearn practiced with some young guest
players.
Tuesday was one of several practices local kids
with specilll needs have attended. Every week,
Racers Abby Baden and Emily SchaBer, seniors
from St. Louis, coach 14 disabled children.
The children, who are mostly from the Graves
County area, get the chance to play because of the
national Outreach Program for Soccer.
TOPS Coordinator Jeannie McAlpin said she
needed volunteers to assist with coaching the
children and thought the Murray State women's
soccer team was a great resource.
"I needed to round up a few buddies," she said.
"I had a contact for the women's team and when
1 called and asked if they'd like to help. they wer~
very excited about it.''
Baden said soccer is not the only goal of the
practices.
"We play games mainly. but really it'!! all about
having fun, meeting other kids and giving them
that important social interaction," she said.
Baden added that she felt the program and the
children needed her.
"The only way these programs survive is by
having volunteers," she said. ··Each TOPS soccer
player has a 'buddy' who is in high school or college. This allows the kids to have someone with
them all the time. So in order to have a buddy for
each child, people need to volunteer."
McAlpin said she got involved when her husband introduced her to the idea of starting a team
for children with disabilities.
"My husband coached a girl's team for three
years," she said. "There were a couple of siblings

on there, of the girls that had disabilities, (!.hat)
couldn't participate," she said. ''He told me there
was a program for children with disabilities. I
teach kids with disabilities, so be said, 'You need '
to do that.' So I did."
"These kids aren't able to play on a regular soccer team," she added. "We try to make this a fun
atmosphere where they can participate in a
healthy activity, make some friends and challenge
themselves."
The children who play on the team are living
wilh such conditions as autism, cerebral palsy and
Down syndrome.
Parents lined the edge of the soccer field as
their children had fun and learned valuable soccer
skills from all the members of the women's soccer team.
Among those parents was Susan Carrico. Her
daughter, 11-year-old Elyse Carrico, plays on the
team and has Down syndrome.
"We heard about TOPS through some friends
and family, and we know Jeannie (McAlpin), the
coach," Carrico said. "Elyse gets really excited
about practice. She gets the most excited when
she's putting her uniform on. And of course
(Baden and Schaller) make practice fun for them.
Abby and Emily are really enthusiastic. They
have as much fun as the kids."
Carrico said the TOPS program has done a
great deal for her daughter's self-esteem.
"Elyse has four other brothers and sisters," sbe
said. "They've always been playing something,
wearing their uniforms, and we've been going to
their games. Now it's Elyse's tum. She's on a
team now."

J ackie Thomas, junior from St. Louis, and
Mary Rybicki, sophomore from BelleviUe,
IlL, play with one of the members of the
Outreach Program for Soccer.
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Cell phones replacing land-based service
by Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
With the nation's growing dependence on
cellular service, some Murray residents are
canceling their land-based service and
exclusively using cell phones.
J.W. Lane. graduate student from Hickman, said he chose not to sign up for a landbased phone and instead added minutes to
his cellular plan.
"Mainly it was because I lhink (phone
bills) run like $30 to $40 a month. and I
already had my cell phone,'' Lane said.
Lane said when he lived in the residential
colleges. his cellular plan had 400 monthly
minutes. He increased his minutes to 900
and does not pay for a land based phone.
•·t can talk alii want and still have plenty
of minutes left.'' he said.
Brian Baldwin, Murray Christian Fellowship minister, said he is considering having
his home phone service canceled.
'T m considering it for a couple of rea-

J

sons;· Baldwin said. "The two big reasons
being economy and convenience."
Baldwin said he first considered canceling his home phone service when his brother canceled his. but local cell-phone
providers did not provide adequate national
plans to allow for minutes to be rolled over.
Cingular now has a roUover plan with
nationwide service, so Baldwin said he is
revisiting the decision.
"Most of my calls either come to me at
work or through my cell phone. so most of
my home calls are by my answering
machine." he said.
Lane said he has only encountered two
problems with exclusively cell-phone use.
"'The only trouble that I've had is one day
Cingular took their towers down, and for a
day 1 had no way of communicating by
phone," Lane said.
When ordering a pizza from Domino•s,
Lane said he was unable to get it delivered
because he did not have a land-based phone.
Deana Coker, assistant manager of Domi-

no's, said the restaurant would deliver to
customers with cell phones, but a security
card must be fil led out first.
Coker said past customers who have their
land-based phone lines disconnected can
have deliveries, but the delivery person will
bring a security card on the first delivery.
''If they were at their friend's house, and
they called from it, we would deliver to
where it is registered, and that way we know
it's not a prank call or somebody trying to
rob somebody,'' sbe said.
Renee Hayden, e-Tel of Murray manager,
said she has not noticed a major shift in customers canceling their land-based service in
favor of solely using cellular phones.
''1 think people are sticking to lheir landline phones," Hayden said. ''The main thing
I can see is for 911 service. Those numbers
are reported to 911, so when they make a
call they automatically know the address
and how to get to them."
When cellular service is unavailable,
Hayden said, those without a land-based

phone line are without a way of communication until the service is restored.
"Also, you're restricted to a certain number of minutes on your cell phone, and when
you have a land-line phone, obviously it's
unlimited," she said.
Lane said cell-phone use allows him to
always be available and keeps him from
purchasing a home answering machine.
"I think it's a better way to stay in touch,
and it's much easier than having to sit
around and wait for somebody to call you,''
Lane said.
Baldwin said he is currently reviewing the
minutes he uses at his home phone and comparing that with his remaining cellular minutes. One problem Baldwin sees with canceling his home service is receiving frivolous calls on his cell phone.
Said Baldwin: ''For the same price as rm
paying right now for my home phone and
my cell phone, I could get so many more
minutes on my cell phone and do away with
my land phone."

News Editor: Melissa Kilcoyne
.Ms.istant News Editor. Vanessa Childers
Phone: 762-4468
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Thursday, Oct. 2

2003 Homecoming court
includes 10 finalists

Paul Baker/The News

Bull riding, barTel racing

return to Expo Center
Bull Blowout returns to Murray State at 8 p.m. Friday and
Saturday at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center.
Bull Blowout is a rodeo featur·
ing bu IJ riding and barrel racing.
Children up to age 10 can compete in a calf scramble, and those
up to age 6 may compete in mutton busting.
All youths under 18 who wish
to par~cipate in bull riding or

Angie Terrell (left), graduate student from Cadiz, and Tiffany
White, senior from Russellville, distribute information on Ore
safety as part of a class assignment in the Curris Center during
National Fire Prevention Week, Oct. 6 to 9.
barrel racing must have parental
permission.
Tickets are $6 for University
students with a Racercard and $8
for the general public. Tickets
w ill be sold at the door beginning at 6:30 p.m.
For more information, phone
the Expo Center at 762-3125.

Center sponsors wonsbop
for higher education
The Murray State Center for
Continuing Education and Acad·
emic Outreach will host a work·
shop from 6 to 9 p.m. Wednesday in the Curris Center Ohio
Room.
The workshop will provide
information to adults considering enrolling for the first time or
returning to the University to
earn an undergraduate degree.
For more information, phone
the center at 762-4159.

musical performances in Murray.
The event is free to Mu rray
State students with a valid Racer·
card.

'Journey' forum includes
media breakfast Monday
Murray State will host a media
breakfast at 9:30a.m. Monday in
the Commonwealth Dining
Room of the Curris Center.
The breakfast will be served
prior to the Baghdad forum "A
Journey Into the Cradle of Civi·
lization."
Media representatives are
invited to attend the breakfast
and meet with the keynote
speakers, Col. Lyle Cayce and
Dan Thomas, who recently
returned from military d u ty in
Iraq.
For further information, phone
Sherry Purdom at 762-3738.

Free brass quintet concert
for University students
The St. Louis Brass Quintet
will present an eclectic concert at
7 p.m. Monday in Lovett Auditorium.
This concert is sponsored by
the Murray Civic Music Associa·
tion, a nonprofit organization
established in 1958 that promotes

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Vanessa Childers, assistant news
editor. if you would likl' to submit
information for a brief, phone 7624468 or e-mail vanessa.childers®
murraystate.edu.

1:05 p .m. Ernest D. Morris,
senior from Murray, was arrest·
ed at the 200 block of College
Courts for a bench warrant
issued by Calloway County for
failure to pay court fines.
6:55 p.m. A . Richmond College
resident reported his bicycle
was stolen from a bicycle rack
between 1 and 3 p.m.
11:47 p.m. The Calloway Cou nty Sheriff's Office requested
backup from Public Safety
because a subject at the Alpha
Gamma Rho house was causing
trouble. A sheriff's office unit
was on the scene when a University police officer arrived.
An officer from the sheriff's
office arrested Keith D.
Meserey, a nonstudent from
Farmington.

Friday, Oct. 3
12:40 a.m. A caller from Regents
College requested to meet with
an officer about an unruly stu·
dent. A report was taken.
2:40 a.m. A caller reported four
individuals knocked down a
light between College Courts
and Hester College and ran
away. A University police officer got out of his car at Hart
College to talk to four subjects.
Three of the individuals, Robert
W. H ankins, freshman from
Morgantown; KyleR. Ostrand,
a visiting student from Mason
City, Neb., and Bradley J. Abell,
freshman from Crestwood.
were arrested for public intoxi·
cation.
4:51 a.m. A caller from Hart
College requested to file an
alcohol complaint against three
subjects. Dispatch advised the
caller that the subjects already
had been arrested.
11:11 a.m. A caller from Carr
Health Building advised someone passed out in Room 105. An
emergency medical technician
on the scene requested assistance from Emergency Medical
Services. EMS transported the

Complete Formal WelD' Headquarters
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•Police Beat

In the Oct. 3 publication,
because of an error at Public
Safety, Ryan Luton, freshman
from Dover, Tenn., was incorrectly listed as being arrested at
1:30 a.m. on Sept. 25 for the possession of marijuana. Freshman
Jonathan Cain Fielder, from
Dover, Tenn., was the subject
arrested.
Also in the Oct. 3 publication,
Amber DuVentre's and Robby
Osting's names were spelled
incorrectly.

The 2003 Homecoming King
finalists include: MarTeze Hammonds, junior from Murray; John
McGehee, senior from Red Bud,
Ill.; Brett Keohan, senior from
Paducah, Nick Rexing, sophomore from Evansville, Ind.; Drew
Thompson, senior from Murray.
The finalists for Homecoming
Queen are Ellen Grommet, senior
from Chester, IlL; Sarah Powell,
senior from Clarksville, Tenn.;
Jessica Reed, senior from
Gilbertsville; jenny Moss, senior
from Dyer, Tenn.; Camilla Buckingham, senior from O'Fallon, JU.
Students can vote for the
Homecoming King and Queen
from Oct. 16 to 17. Elections will
be held online.
The winners of the election will
be announced during the pre·
game ceremony at the Murray
State football game versus East·
em lllinois University beginning
at 2:30 p.m. at Stewart Stadium.
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individual to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
10:27 p.m. A caller advised the
sprinklers were on at Cutchin
Field while an organization was
showing a movie on the side of
the Curris Center. The Univer·
sity Police notified Central
Plant and the Curris Center
director.

Saturday, Oct.~
7:02 p.m. A Racer Patrol unit
reported damage to a vehicle in
the parking Jot by Wells Hall .
Sipce the damage occurred off campus, the Murray Police
Department was notified, and
the incident is currently under
investigation.
8:40 p.m. The Paducah Police
Department asked Public Safety
officers to be on the lookout for
an armed robbery suspect.
9:43 p.m. A caller from Stewart
Stadium reported a vehicle was
moving slowly through the
parking lot. The responding
officer advised the driver was
learning how to drive a vehicle
with a manual transmission.

Sunday, Oct. 5
1:13 a.m. A University police
officer issued a citation to an
individual who was driving a
motorcycle and not wearing a
helmet.
3:50 a.m. A caller from Hart
College reported a student
attempted to start a fight with a
member of the Housing staff. A
report was taken by an official
from the Housing Office.
7:39 p.m. A caller from Hart
College advised the glass in the
exit door in the east wing of the
second floor was broken. A
report was taken and Central
Plant was notified.

transported the subject to Murray-Calloway County HospitaL
11:58 a.m. A caller from Facilities Management reported
items were stolen from a University vehicle. A report was
taken, and the theft is currently
under investigation.
6:36 p.m. A Unhrersity police
officer served a warrant to Jen·
nifer G. Thomas, senior from
Fancy Farm, at the 700 block of
College Courts. She was arrest·
ed for communication-related
harassment.
11:38 p.m. A caller from the
mall area advised students
were writing on the sidewalks
between the Doyle Fine Arts
Center and Elizabeth College. A
University officer requested the •
sidewalks be cleaned.

Tuesday, Oct. 7
9:23 a.m. An officer advised a
vehicle in the White College
parking Jot was damaged. The
owner was contacted. A report
was taken, and the situation is
currently under investigation.
12:02 p.m. A caller from White
College reported items were
stolen from his vehicle. A report
was taken, and the situation is
currently under investigation.
1:46 p.m. An individual reported a damaged vehicle in the
Regents College parking lot. A
report was taken, and the situation is under investigation.
3:04 p.m. An officer advised he
was looking for a subject
involved in a hit-and-run vehi·
de accident. The information
the officer received from the
subject was relayed to the Mur·
ray Police Deparbnent.
Racer Escorts: 6
Motorist Assists: 5

Monday, Oct. 6
8:13 a.m. A caller from the Oak·
ley Applied Science Building
advised someone reported having a seizure. Emergency Medical Services responded and

Police Beat is compiled by Vartessa
Childers, assistant news editor,
with matetilals provided by Public
Safety.
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304 Main St.
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759-5000

Weddings, Proms, Banquets,
Birthdays &o Annir1ersaries

1-888-FOR MRJS
1-888--367-6757

< ToU Free Nationwide >

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(731) 958-5300

www.mrjsladv.Js.com

1-888-9LUXURY
1-888-958-9879
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Nail Art I1Y Trans \

210 Mlin SITcet. Dowulon MIIITIY, KY

www. m.iDIIrcctguitm.com
(270) 759-0420

MARTIN. HUSS cl: DALTON, LOWDEN, AVALON
BOURGEOIS, SIGMA. ALVAREZ& YAIRIGUITARS,
ALL IN STOCK, AT GRBI\ T PRICES!
Of1iCIC OUT OUR PARKER cl: IBANEZ
ELBCTRJC GUITARS AND BASSES
GOLD TONE BANJOS cl: BANJTrARS
MANDOLINS, VIOUNS cl: ACCESSORIES

PLEASE STOP IN ro 588 OUR Sl!LEC170N!
Open 10 1o 5 M-F 4 10-4 Sat
AUTHORIZED DEIU.ER OF ALL OF 1'HE ABOVE',
PWS AMPE.G, IBANP.Z, KUSTOM 4 CRA 7T:
AMPUI-'lER.S cl: GEM KEYBOARDS

• Located conveniently
at The Cutting Edge,
in front of Wai-M art

HAPPY HOUR J ·6 P.M.

TRY OUR DAllY SPECIALTY DRINK!

•1 0°/o MSU discount
-M anicure
-Pedicure

-Full set
-Airbrush Designs
Call for an appointment • walk-ins welcome 767-0000

"CA$H IN A FLA$H"
Loans On Anything Of Value

We Tote the Note Auto Sales
0 TUESDAY • 8 - Ball Tournament
0 WEDNESDAY • Ladies' Night
FREE POOU for l.OOies 6 p.m.- 12 a.m.
0 THURSDAY - 9 • Ball Tournament

FREE POOL 10 A.M.- 6 P.M.
with purchase of meal and MSU I.D.

25% Discount with MSU 1.0.
Highway 94 E • Murray, KY • 759-9303

cars • Trucks •Guns •Knives • TVs • Coins
car Stereos •luslcal Equipment· Jewelrv
Stamps· Baseball cards •lntlaues • VCRs
Home Stereos· Microwaves • Camcorders
Dorm Refrigerators • Miscellaneous
7 5 3 - 7 .... 3

"HOME Of THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL!"

~ unique Mexican FOod • Dell sandwiches
~ cajun Specials · salads • SOUpS • 880

713 S. 12 ST. MURRAY, KY 42071
Hours: 9:30a.m. - 7:30 .m.

1/

open Mon. • sac. 11 a.m. • Midnight
corner of 10th & Arcadia· 759-8866
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Candidates vie for Kentucky governorship ·
by Vanessa Chllders
Assistant News Editor
With Election Day just three weeks away,
the two contenders for the Kentucky governorship, Democrc1t A.B. "Ben" Chandler and
Republican Ernie Fletcher, are finalizing
their campaigns with last-minute speeches to
potentiaJ voters.
Deputy
press
secretaries
for
both candidates
said Fletcher and
Chandler plan to
visit western Kentucky, including
Calloway County,
as Election Day
nears. However,
specific plans
to visit

Murray State have not been made.
"I do know that we are going to be spending an extensive amount of time in western
Kentucky," said Jason Keller, Fletcher's
deputy press .secretary. "You can count on
that be will be in Calloway County within the
next two weeks."
Julie Stewart, deputy press secretary for
Chandler, said Chandler also has plans to
visit western Kentucky.
''I know he has already been there several
times." she said. ''His schedule changes
daily, but I know he will be in the area
(again)."
Fletcher currently serves at as congressman for the Kentucky 6th District, and Chandler is currently attorney general for the commonwealth.
Both candidates are presenting numerous
campaign platforms, including the economy
and education.
As for the economy, Stewart said Chandler
bas plans to create 100,000 new jobli in Kentucky.
Fletcher has plans for the Kentucky economy as well.
must be more busi

in order to ensure more opponunities for our
future. our children,'' Fletcher said.
"Although we have come a long way in certain areas, when compared to surrounding
states, there are still many issues that must be
addressed to take Kentucky to the next
level."
Education also is a major platform for both
candidates.
"In the area of education. Kentucky has
made some progress. but we must find ways
to ensure that our children are getting the best
education possible," Fletcher said. "This
must be a priority."
He said in order to ensure an exceptional
public education system in Kentucky. the
commonwealth must keep and attract the best
teachers.
Stewart said education is one platform that
is very important to Chandler.
"I am committed to affordable and accessible postsecondary education for our citizem>," Chandler recently said in a speech.
Chandler said he wants to offer opportunities to Kentucky's intelligent young adults so
they will stay in the commonwealth after
on.

"Kentucky is 42nd in the nation with a est voter turnout in history because of a recall :
population who are college graduates," Stew- election held to replace current governor ·
art said. "We need some help in that area.''
Gray Davis. Joe Rose, professor emeritus of
Fletcher said a leadership change is needed political science, said a similar recall could '
in Frankfort.
'
not occur in Kentucky because the state lacks •
"Kentuckians want and deserve more than the consitutional provsions to hold one. :
backroom deals, political paybacks and Arnold Schwarzeneeger is the projected win- countless scandals." Fletcher said. "In order ner of the California recall.
for our state to reach its full potential, we
Said Rose: "There
must have new, innovative leadership that are states that
finds proactive solutions for dealing with the have recall pro)
problems that face our great state."
visions but
A strong. fearless governor is key to the .fortunately.
betterment of Kentucky. Chandler said.
or unfortu'There are serious challenges ahead for nately, there
Kentucky's next governor, but it is a fact that are no recall
hard times produce some of the most creative provisions in
governing," he said.
Kentucky."
Chandler resides in Woodford County with
his wife. Jennifer, and their three children.
f-letcher lives in Lexington with his wife.
Glenna. They have two children and four
grandchildren.
Steve Pence is Fletcher's running mate,
while Chandler shares a ballot with Charlie
Owen .
While California ......,...,.....,

Committee examines insurance

University Police: Safety tip of the week

Preventative health screenings may cut costs Runners must exercise caution
by Elizabeth Cawein
Staff Writer

Each fall, Human Resources and the
Insurance and Benefits Committee
examine health insurance rates and
trends to develop policies for the plan
year.
"With the way health insurance rates
arc continually changing, we set rates
one year at a time," said Joyce Gordon,
associate vice president of Human
Resources. "We review the past 12
months, looking at utili7.ation of coverage. claims COlits, prescriptions, co-pays,
etc."
Gordon said the only pqlicy change
this year is a $5 increase in the office
visit co-payment in the standard and
enhanced benefit plans. No change
occurred in the basic plan.
"Last year we had massive design
changes," Gordon said. "There were five
or six times as many changes last year
compared to this year."
Gordon said the University's contribu-
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tion to the health care budget this year tic sciences. Don Robertson, vice presiwas $350,000.
dent of student affairs, said intensive
"Before last year, the most the Univer- screenings like these are a prelude to the
sity contributed was $325,000," !:he said. concentration on getting Kentuckians
"Last year, because there was such a more healthy. He added that Murray
great increase in health care costs, the State can keep the health care premium
University put in $650.000 to keep costs from escalating if the University focuses
down."
on keeping people healthy.
Although more changes occurred in
"We're trying to help people prevent
the health care plans last year, Universi- illness instead of only focusing on payty officials are still faced with how to ing for the illnesses." Gordon said.
best deal with the national increa~ in
Corky Broughton, chair of wellness
health insurance rates. Gordon said the and therapeutic sciences, agreed.
projection of health care e~penditures tor "We' re trying to be more proactive in
• the upcoming plan year is $6.6 million.
terms of health issues," he said. "If you
To continue keeping employee co- can identify and diagnose something in
payments down for faculty and staff, rhe the early stages. the treatment will be
University is emphasizing the preventa- quicker and more effective. That in and
tive aspect of health care, Gordon said.
of it<>elf saves insurance money."
Tuesday's Health Awareness and
Gordon said in the future she would
Screening Fair in Carr Health offered like to see a discounr in premiums given
faculty and staff more than a dozen free to employees who have regular screenscreenings ranging from blood rests to ings and maintain healthy lifestyles.
diagnostic skin-cancer tests. The event
The open enrollment period for faculwas sponsored by Human Resources and ty and staff health insurance coverage is
the department of well ness and therapeu- from Oct. 20 to 24.
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• Plan a route and tell it
to someone. Select a
Matta Bamard/The News route based on traffic,
lighting and running surJake Kirts, a nonstudent, and Ash- face. A void routes that
ley Lanham, sophomore from are deserted and force
L~u isville, jog past KFC along you to run on roadways.
Highway 641. The loop of sidewalk • Know where on-cam·
pus phones are located.
around campus is a popular route • Always carry some
for runners and walkers.
form of identification. If
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2 locations to serve you better! • Soup & fresh

406 N. 12th St.

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU ID.

IALS • FORMALS

Murray

759-2348

1004 Paris Rd.
Mayfield, KY 42066
247·8188

2667 St. Route 94 East
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-FOOD • (753-3663)
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Thousands & Thousands
of Used Paperbacks!
the yearbook of
murray state universit y

WANTED:

WE
1

SELL OR TRADE
USED PAPERBACKS

PI I< rr< )(; R:\ PII E R

COME IN
AND BROWSE!

PAID POSITION,
must be available on weekends,
dark room experience preferred.

MURRAY, KY

Apply at the Shield Office
228C Wilson Hall
or phone 762-4495.
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1he Book
RAck

0 2003 Bloclcbuster Inc.

Mon•.;. Fri.
9 a.m. - s p.m.
Saturday
9 a.ni~ .. 5 p.m.

salad bar
• Hand-dipped
ice cream
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Located inside
Wai-Mart.
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Although running and
walking for exercise is a
common part of college
life, Public Safety captain Larry Nixon said
student walkers and runners must "do their part
to stay safe" despite the
fact that Murray State's
campus is relatively
secure.

you don't have a place
to carry an J.D., write
your name, address and •
phone number on the
inside of your shoe.
• Never wear jewelry or
carry cash.
• carry information that
pertains to any medical
condition you may have.
• Never stop to talk with
strangers in a vehicle or •
who are walking by you.
If you do talk to them,
make sure it is in a public location with other
people nearby.
you are approached •
by someone making suggestive or inappropriate
comments, go to Public
Safety or call the lo~al
pol ice and supply a
description of the person .

AI '!I'

:D
Men • Women • Children
Costume Rental • Formals • Wedding • Maternity • Nursing
Qwoo: Rita Wyatt 762.0207 en
I:I.QUBS: Mon. • Sat. 10 a.m. • 6 p.m.
FORIMAI

Staff Report

IN
S19A S. 12th St.
(270) 753-4821

LAKEWAY PACKAGE STORE .

~ Unlitnited .Tan

Shop and Browse through the

~Wine~:~~s~:~li:~~i~~h~: area

Y

1417 E. Wood St. (Lake Hwy)
Paris, TN 38242
(Across from Hampton Inn)

(731) 642-9737

Open: Tuesday - Friday
10 a.m. • 2 p.m. & 5 p.m. • 8 p.m.

Directions from Murray: Take 641 S.,
tum left onto Wood St. and continue
until you see it on the right.

DISCOUNTS
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Officials plan
to sell MSU
to Japanese

Do you think there should be
-r.• designated smoking sections
..lll
outside University
... ,
...l
buildings?
,... ,.
lti

r tr~

"No. It 's my con-

' J, stitutional right to

-l'•
,,.
..."'

..

1•

...

happiness, and
I'm not going to
be happy without
acig in my
mouth."

I'
\ .

..,·

"There shouldn't
h be (smoking sech.
tions) because
t l everyone knows
cigarettes are bad
~·
for you."
,.

....'

Ronnie Wells
frflshmiJn, Louisvlllt

....

Multicultural group
needs University aid
Our VIew

'"

"No, because
there is enough
clean air that
nonsmokers
can
•.'
get away from it
if they need to."
Jeremy Shafer
S«tkx. MetropOlis. II.

" No, because the
University
wouldn't look
clean with all
those cigarette
butts all over the
place."

Matta Barnard/The News

Issue:
lECTURER
MAM-YASSIN
SARR USED
GRANT MONEY
TO FUND
MULTICULTURAL
DINNERS AND
DISCUSSIONS TO
ENCOURAGE
CULTURAL
EXCHANGE ON
CAMPUS.

POSITION:
U NIVERSITY
OFFICIALS AND
STUDENTS
SHOULD BE
GRATEFUL FOR
DISCUSSION
GROUPS THAT
PROMOTE
MULTICULTURAL
INTERACTION.

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenewsO murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

Erin Richards
Editor In Chief • 762-6877

Kyser Lough
Presentation Editor • 762·4468

Melissa KIJcoyne
News Editor • 762-4468

The staff editorial is the mnjority opin- embrace individuals from different
ion of editorial board of "The Mur- cultures, thus making Murray State
ray State News. " The editorial board is more welcoming to international stucomposed of all section editors.
dents.
Finally, such promotion of openOne of the greatest benefits univer- mindedness benefits the University
sities offer students is the opportuni- as a whole b.Y encouraging intellectuty to meet new people, learn about al and social diversity at Murray
diverse backgrounds and discredit State.
stereotypes.
However, we worry that $300
In order to perpetuate this idea of won't allow Sarr to fund a program
open-mindedness and learning, Eng- like this for very lon~. It would be a
lish and philosophy lecturer Mam- great loss if such a unxque and imporYassin Sarr applied for an interna- tant program was unable to contmue
because Sarr could no longer afford
tionalization ~rant of almost $300.
U~n receiving the grant, Sarr to host these dinner and discussion
decaded to start the Sandra Flynn grOUJ?S.
Multicultural Institute, named in
Uruversity students and adminishonor of the late Sandra Flynn, for- trators should be grateful for the
efforts of Sarr to encourage multiculmer Murray State provost.
The institution is a dinner and dis- tural understanding.
cussion group comprised of current
Students should take advantage of
and former students, as well as facul- the opportunities to learn about difty and staff members of various cul- ferent cultures from actual people
tural backgrounds.
rather than simply reading about it in
The group's discussions include a textbook. After all, such an experitopics about race, gender and sexual- ence would be hard to find outside
ity in the various regions of the the University.
world. The regional focus of a particThus, the administration should
ular discussion determines what food support such programs and help
finance the Sandra Flynn Multicufthat is served that night.
College is the perfect opportunity tural Institute after grant funds have
for students to learn about diverse dwindled.
Perhaps if more students attended
cultures, and more students should
take advantage of such opportunities. and demanded such programs, more
After all, how often do Americans, funds and resources would be alloAfricans, Middle Easterners, Asians cated to them, improving and
and Europeans congregate in western expanding those that already exist.
Kentucky to discuss current issues
We encourage all students, faculty
and stereotypes?
and staff members to take part in proTherefore, we applaud the efforts grams like the Sandra Flynn Multiof Sarr to initiate such culturally cultural Institute and experience the
comprehensive dinners and discus- diversity Murray State has to offer.
sions.
If you are interested in attending
Such meetings are an asset to the the discussion &roup and dinner, eUniversity in a number of ways.
mail Mam-Yassm Sarr at mam.sarr
First, they give students opportuni- @ murraystate.edu.
ties to learn about other cultures that
The institute meets from 6:30 to
they wi~l seldom find outside the 8:30 p.m. in the Curris Center Ohio
Umversity.
room.
Also, multicultural discussion
The next discussion will take place
groups encourage students to Thesday and will focus on Asia

tne

The sounds of scraping chairs
and scribbling pencils will be
silenced Friday morning as
Murray State students take a
long-awaited Fall Break.
But for some students. Fall
Break isn' t a joyful occasion.
In fact, a few believe that when
they come back Monday morning, the University may have
turned Japanese.
"The administration tries to
be all generous by saying
they're giving us a 'Fall
Break,'" said Kelly Hershey.
senior from Kirksey. "Really .
they're taking the day for
themselves to plot how to
charge students more money
for tuition and how they're
going to sell the school to the
Japanese."
Hershey said she .r an across
plans for the sale while on duty
as a student worker in the foreign language department. She
said even though Murray State is a state-run institution, the University is still in danger of being sold
to the highest Japanese bidder.
"Kentucky is in a real budget crunch right now,
and Murray State has a pretty good name." Hershey said. "I mean. they don't call Murray State
'Kentucky's Public Ivy' for nothing. Who wouldn't want to buy this university?''
Hershey said she found a 22-page document
detailing the plan to sell the University, along with
plans to remodel some of the buildings to reflect
Japanese heritage and art.
"When you come back, there won't be any chairs
in Winslow," Hershey said, panicking. "We'll all
have to eat kneeling at tables. You' ll have to take
your shoes off at the front doors of the residential
colleges. There won't even be residential colleges
anymore. They'll all have new names that we can't
even pronounce. There will be a bullet train to
classes. This is madness!"
Although Hershey is not able to produce the official papers for the sale, she is convinced that the
sale will take place over the weekend. So convinced. in fact. that she has rallied other students in
support of her cause.
Clay Dennison, sophomore from Lexington, said
he would not be surprised to return on Monday and
find the school sold.
"Where do you think the money to remodel
Winslow came from?" Dennison said. "It's obviously part of the agreement with the Japanese.
They want a better cafeteria and a display cooking
area so they can serve steaks. I know. I've been to
a Japanese steakhouse."
Dennison said although he had not seen the official document of which Hershey speaks, he is sure
the end of Murray State University is near.
University official deny the existence of any
such plan. In fact, officials from University President F. King Alexander's office say there are no
such plans to sell Murray State University in the
near future.
"This is a load of poppycock," an official said.
"We are completely satisfied with the condition at
Murray State University. We are even making
improvements to the grounds and facilities to keep
its market value - I mean, to ensure students get
the best education possible."
The official said as of yesterday there were no ,
immediate plans to sell the University.
Said the official : "There is no need for a panic.
Now. if you'll excuse me, I have to pick up Dr.
Alexander's kimono at the dry cleaning. He's
expected to wear it at an important meeting on Friday,"

Melissa Stoneberger is the faux-news columnist
for "The Murray State News."

Taylor Ewing
Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Severo Avila
College Ufe Editor • 762-4480

Chris Jung

•Your Opin.io11

Sports EditOr • 762-4481

Adam Mathis
Online Editor • 762·4468

Christopher French
Chief Copy Editor • 762·4468

Erin Gilles
Photo Editor • 762-4468

Arela Hathcock
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News• strives to be the
University community's source tor information.
Our goal is to present that information in
a falr and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News· offers a llands·
on leaming environment for tllose students
Interested in joumallsm or other fields relating to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy:
and, its editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News• is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News• is free.
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

Faux-news columnist adds
humor to mundane campus
To the editor:

1 couldn't believe the letter to the editor panning the ''Berger & Fries" column (Oct. 3 edition).
Melissa Stoneberger's hilarious "faux
news" is, in my opinion, a bright spot
amid the rather dull happenings at Mur·
ray State.
, In fact. after I've read the exciting
"Police Beat" and processed the amazing answers to the profound questions
in "What Do You Think?" I tum to
Melissa's column for a little levity to
ease my troubled mind.
Never one to disappoint, she always
tickles my funny bOne. No, her column
isn't meant to be "great journalism" as
the writer defines it.
Her writing reminds me more of one
of
the
fi!}est
late.
great
journalist/authors, Erma Bombeck .
There may even be a hint of P.O. Wode-

house, but perhaps it's just "Ask
Jeeves."
Her columns are fine examples of
how satire is meant to be written. I really enjoyed her latest column that poked
fun at all the Atkins Diet fanatics.
Having been a follower of the diet for
a while, I could easily picture myself
highjacking a Bunny Bread truck or
mugging the Schwan's man for all of
his chocolate mint chip. In addition. as
an English instructor, I find the column
grammatically correct and well-written,
something I can' t always say for news
in "The New York Times."
As to the writer's contention that
"top-notch recruiters will not be
impressed," I dare say some day in the
future, when Stoneberger is a highly
paid writer for "The Tonight Show with
Jay Leno," perhaps she will send an
occasional letter to the editor and let us
know how she's doing.
1, too, am a Murray State alumna, and
1 hope there are other alumni out there
who will write to support "Berger &
Fries" and show that some of us do have

a sense of humor and appreciate this
column. I certainly hope that it continues to run for as long as we are lucky
enough to have Melissa Stoneberger
here at Murray State.
Wanda R. Hodge
Murray State alumna

News' cartoon unprofessional
for beliHIIng fonner student
To the editor:
I found it very humorous that the cartoon of Shock was posted in "The Murray State News" (Sept. 26 edition) -no,
not because it was funny for the public
to read.
J thought it was rather pathetic that a
usually credible, respected newspaper
would choose to belittle a former student.
So, to Darin Shock: J applaud you for

still being newsworthy! You must be
timeless if the newspaper is still trying
to grate you.
People who strike out their own pat~
in life shall be rewarded. I congratulate
Shock and all others out there who
refuse to confonn to societal norms and
follow the crowd.
It is the people who are not afraid to
be different and could care less what
close-minded people think of them who
really shine in life.
Kristen Watson
Murray State alumna
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Smoking sections spark controversy
Nonsmokers often ignore
smokers ' comfort, rights
In My
Opinion

CHRIS
SCHWEIZER

" IF THE SMOKE
BOTHERS YOU
SO MUCH.
WALK AROUND
THE BUILDING

AND GO IN
THE BACK.
SMOKERS
GRACIOUSLY
GO OUT OF
THEIR WAY TO
ACCOMMODATE
YOU DOZENS
OF TIMES A
DAY."

No smoking in any building on
campus - any government buildings at all for that matter.
Most restaurants are nonsmoking now. and of the ones that
nren't, the smoking section is
often a dank. poorly ventilated •
corner in the back. Ashtrays
have disuppeared from parties.
Even some apartment bui lding
owners refuse to permit tenants
to smoke in their own residences.
All these restrictions, and yet
you rarely hear smokers complain. They've gotten used to
being among the loathed. the
shunned. They are treated as the
pariahs of American society.
And rather than be content that
they've taken our shoving with
such good nature, we continue to
search for ways to regulate and
dissipate our smoking brethren.
It's like "Animal Parm"- the
more rights we take from them,
the more rights we want to take
from them.
We have been bombarded with
complaints and anti-smoking
rhetoric for so long, we've
become blind to the benefits of
smoking.
It's proven to make those
synapses work faster. and in a
period of life in which writing
essays. conversing intelligently
and studying for tests is the
norm, any intellectual stimulation should be welcome.
If this is in doubt, look at our
politicians, our men and women
of letters: Hemingway, Orwell.
Einstein. Dorothy Parker, Picasso. J. K. Rowling, Churchill,
Freud ... all smokers. Any fan of
Stephen King will agree that his
work has gone downhill considerably since he threw out the
cancer sticks.
Also. as college is a time
where many are searching for a
suitable mate, it is important to
look as attractive as possible,
and let's face it, folks- smoking
is pretty sexy.
That is the gift of the smokers,
a keen glint in the eye as they
draw the cigarette from the pack,
light it and inhale the smoke in a
glow of red and mist. Undeniably stylish.
You can eat vegetarian kimbop all you want and
never look good
doing it, whereas
even the most
mediocre vhage

will appear chiseled and cavalier
when lit by a cigarette' s embers
In low lighting.
We smile when we see smokers in · the rain. "Serves them
right," we think. And when we
see them congregating together,
outnumbering us, on the benches
outside of Faculty Hall. we grow
infuriated.
"How dare they infringe on
our rights!" we think, not even
considering the irony.
There is talk of
trying to regulate
outdoor smoking,
sectioning off an area
behind Faculty Hall.
when in truth, the outdoors is the only haven
left for these abused students and faculty .
If the smoke bothers
you so much, walk
around the building
and go in the back.
Smokers graciously
go out of their way
to accommodate
you dozens of
times a day. Rather
than consistently
berating them, try
and return the
favor.
I for one would
be interested in
learning how much
of our University's
funding comes from
tobacco companies the only companies in
the country that spend
more money advertising
against their product than
for it.
I would hope that, should such
measures against the already
inconvenienced smokers be
taken. any such funding would
be pulled. Then perhaps we can
see how many nonsmokers
would be happy with a smokefree courtyard and signitican t
tuition increase

High-traffic areas necessitate
designated smoking sections
1 cannot deny that smokers
are ostracized and even
oppressed at Murray State, as
they are across the country.
Smokers already have been
banned from residential colleges, University buildings ond
many restaurants and businesses in Murray, and in the few
places they are permitted to
smoke, they are pushed into
confined areas.
Now some students, myself
included, have the audacity to
request that smokers refrain
from smoking in certain hightraffic areas, such as the benches in the front of Faculty Hall.
otherwise known as "smokers'
A UCIA
row."
RAY
The 14th Amendment states.
"No state shall make or enforce
"(WHILE)
any law which shall abridge the
SMOKERS HAVE privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States."
THE U BERTY
As a women's and minority
rights
advocate, I would never
TO THREAT EN
intend to deny students of their
THEIR OWN
American birthright. Obviously, since smoking is not an illeLIVES, THEY
gal activity, should students
D O N OT
decide to inhale nicotine, they
RESERVE THE
certainly reserve the right to do
so,
despite the consequences
RIGHT TO
tied to the habit.
VIOLATE THE
And there are consequences.
According
to the National CenW ELL- BEING
ter for Chronic Disease PrevenOF NONtion and Health Promotion, students
who smoke a pack or
SMOKERS.''
more of cigarettes ench day

In My
Opinion

will live seven years less than
their friends who never smoke.
However, while :smokers
have the liberty to threaten
their own lives, they do not
reserve the right to violate the
well-being of nonsmokers.
Tobacco control policies
claim to support "the freedom
of individuals to do what they
please to the extent that this
does not harm others."
However, this is clearly not
the case, as the Environmental
Protection Agency states secondhand smoke, or environmental tobacco smoke, is
responsible for 3,000 lung·cancer deaths in nonsmokers in the
United State~ every year,
according to Tobacco Control' s Web site.
furthermore, the levels of
certain byproducts of nicotine
are actually proven higher in
passively inhaled smoke than
in smoke that is actively
inhaled.
But. contrary to popular
opinion, the harmful effects of
environmental tobacco smoke
are not confined to indoor
areas. Tobacco Control Online
says smoking in outdoor areas,
such as the benches in front of
Faculty Hall, may actually
expose nonsmokers to levels of
environmental tobacco smoke
as high or higher than the levels
received in unrestricted indoor
smoking areas.

Regardless of health concerns,
though.
students
opposed to smoking still have
the right, as citizens in the
Murray community, to ban
"nuisances," or something that
is "generally offensive, though
not necessarily harmful"
(Tobacco Control Online).
Loud noise and public drinking are frequently regulated or
banned activities. Many nonsmokers consider being forced
to walk through a layer of
smoke simply to get to their
classes a nuisance, one which
they should not be required to
tolerate.
I am not asking that smoking
be completely banned from the
Murray State campus. However, I suggest certain outdoor
smoking sections be designated
that are not in high-traffic areas
so that students who wish to
avoid smoke may do so.
The back entrance to Faculty
Hall next to the small garden
area could be a good substitute
gathering for smokers to congregate as would a sidewalk
that is not heavily used.
The rights of smokers must
be considered as designated
smoking areas are deliberated,
but so should the rights of nonsmokers.

Alicia Ray is assistant College
Life editor for "Tht Murray
State News. ''
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Chris Sc!Jweizu is a senior
graphic design major (and
nonsmoker) from Hopkinsville.
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Student communicates despite language barrier
Every semester, dozens of Murray State
swdems leave their families, friends and
routines behind to e:~:periena life in
another country. Each week. Going Global chronicles the experience of one Murray Swte student studying abroad.
The plane ride was long. nbout nine hours.
with little opportunity for sleep, but no one
cared.
Afterward, a small group of students,
from universitit:s all over Kentucky. hurried
onto a bus and drove to their new home. For
the next five weeks, it was a home with a
new language, a new culture and an unforgettable new experience.
Bregenz. Austria. a small town situated by
a beautiful lake and surrounded by mountains. was my home away from home for
five weeks this summer.
As part of the Kentucky Institute for International Studies program, I was able to live
among a culture and a people that embraced
my curiosity and enthusiasm.
I lived with a family that took me in os
their own and helped immerse me in the new
culture. Through outing11 with the KIIS
group. I was able to learn about the history
• of the town. the people nnd the country.
One day we explored little villages in Ger-

many, visiting castles, cafes, and shops. On
another, we climbed the local mountain,
which rewarded us with an extraordinary
view of Germany, Switzerland and Austria.
During the afternoons. I walked through
the town, learning the language and making
local friends.
It was ama1ing how the people were so
welcoming to me, a stranger that couldn't
even speak their language. I even claimed
my own place at the lake where I went every
day, either to study or just meet new people.
On the weekends, we had time to do as we
pleased . So. my traveling group and I
explored Europe.
One weekend I was in Munich. Germany.
the next in Prague, another in France and
Switzerland and finally a tour of Austria.
I not only had the chance to learn about
the Austrian culture. but I also had little
tastes of other cultures. all unique and different in their own ways.
It was ama1ing to actually see castles,
palaces, museums and other sites that we've
all studied about in school .
I walked through Dachau, explored the
former communist city of Prague and hiked
through the mountains of Switzerland. each
expc.'Tience teaching me something new,
something that a classroom with four walls

..,.,

....

can't truly teach.
My five weeks in Bregenz gave me an
opportunity to truly learn about a new way
of life.
It taught me to look at nl!w perspectives,
embrace the differences and learn from one
another.
I thought I was independent and fairly
open·minded, but my experience in Bregenz
was what really allowed me to grow, to
become a person open to the world and its
people.
So many people live in a box where
everything is familiar and easy. If you really want to expand and look outside the box,
then study abroad is one of the best ways.
I lived among people where communication was challenging. but I learned to get by
and met new people. I lived in a culture that
challenged my way of thinking, and once
again I learned from the new perspectives
and grew stronger in my beliefs.
Take yourself out of your element. Jearn
from your experience, embrace the challenge, and study abroad will change your
life.
lAura Nixon is a senior Spanish major in
the communications disorders area from
Murray.
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Laura Nixon/guest

Laura Nixon poses in front of Schonbrunn while in Vienna, Austria, with the
Kentucky Institute for International Studies.
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Science, social studies lags
behind in public school testing

Men abduct senator's wife,

Chandler asks television stations
to stop running negative ad
FRANKFORT (AP) - Democrat Ben
Chandler's gubernatorial campaign on
Monday asked general managers at television stations across the state to pull a
Republican Governors Association television ad that Chandler's campaign says is
"false and defamatory."
Chandler also began airing two new television commercials throughout most of the
state, one in response to criticism from his
opponent, Republican U.S. Rep. Ernie
Fletcher.
On Friday, Aetcher aired an ad that criticized Chandler- the state's attorney general - claiming he has not done enough to
fight government corruption. Later that
day, the RCA began running an ad criticizing Chandler's handling of proceeds from a
lawsuit against Anthem Inc.
.
The RCA ad says Chandler "wasted"
more of the $45 million Anthem settlement
than was spent on health care. The lawsuit
was to recover charitable assets Anthem
took out of the state when it acquired a
nonprofit insurer, Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Kentucky.
Mark Nickolas, Chandler's campaign
manager, said the RGA ad was "grossly
irresponsible."

McLEAN, Va. (AP)- The wife
of Sen. Judd Gregg, R-N.H., was
abducted at gunpoint from her
home on Tuesday morning, but
later released unharmed, police
and spokesmen for the senator
said.
Police said the woman arrived
at her house about 9:30a.m. EDT
to find two men waiting inside.
One drew a weapon and
demanded cash, said Jacqi
Smith, a spoke~woman for the
Fairfax County Police Department.
One of the men then drove her
to a nearby bank while the other
followed in another car. After
the men received cash from a
teller, they fled the scene in their
car and the woman called police,
Smith said.
Sgt. Jeff Gossett of the Fairfax
County Police said there is "no
indication at this time they (the
two men) knew who she was."

Officials suspend search
for crashed helicopter
COLUMBIA,
Mo.
(AP)
Authorities suspended a threeday search for a helicopter that a
911 caJJer said went down with
six people on board, and officials
were considering whether the
anguished-sounding caller had
played a hoax.
The caller - at times sounding
like he was sobbing, other times
sounding disoriented - told an
emergency operator Saturday
night he was a passenger and
that the pilot was dead.
Searchers combed sometimesdense terrain in central Missouri
into Monday, using helicopters,
planes, dogs and horses.
The search was suspended
Monday night, and authorities
were meeting Tuesday morning
to discuss what 'to do next, said
Steve Paulsen, chief of the Boone
County Fire Protection District.
Rob Brown, a srokesman for

_MrMESTD601
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the fire district, wasn't ready to
dismiss the call as a hoax, noting
that wreckage from some crashes hils been found months later.
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o o d Comes to Murra

Envoy warns of attacks
on coalition soldiers

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
Taliban militants may be
planning
"spectacular
Man storms church,
attacks" against AmericanIgnites altar chairs
led coalition forces, the U.S.
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) - A special envoy to Afghanistan
man armed with a handgun said Tuesday, the second
and lighter fluid set fire to two anniversary of the start of
chairs on the altar of an historic the war that ousted the hardRoman Catholic church Tues- line Islamic regime.
day and briefly barricaded himZalmay
The
envoy,
self inside before police arrest- Khalilzad, urged neighboring Pakistan to take stronger
ed him.
The standoff, which forced action against Taliban insurthe evacuation of the surround- gents and their al-Qaida
ing block and a nearby girl's allies who take shelter on its
school, lasted less than an hour. side of the border.
Last Thursday, Pakistan's
The smoky fire caused only
minor damage to the twin- army swooped down on a
spired Cathedral of St. John the suspected al-Qaida mounBaptist, which dates to 1873 and tain hideout in the country's
is the site of the MiiSS that kicks northwest in its largest
off the city's annual St. Patrick'& offensive against Osama bin
Day festivities.
Laden's network. Eight suspected terrorists were killed
18 captured.
and
Salon dispenses pure
But Afghan and Western
oxygen to customers
officials have long comPORTLAND, Maine (AP) - A plained that the country's
salon hopes people will be will- border region has become a
AP Phclta/l~ictlard
ing to pay to breathe in the sweet safe haven for militants, who
An
Afghan
schoolboy
passes
an
ISAF
patrol on his way to
smell of pure oxygen.
cross back and forth across school in the center of Kabul on Tuesday. The second
Ronald's Tanning Salon in the porous frontier to launch
a nniversary of t he start of the U.S. war against
Portland recently became the attacks.
Afghanistan's repressive Tallban regime passed without
second establishment in the state
to add an oxygen bar, showing Berlin group releases ceremony Tuesday, and the capital instead filled with the
that the trend that started on the
hammering sounds of reconstruction and the laughter of
West Coast has now stretched all corruption survey
children hurrying to school.
the way across the country.
LONDON (AP) - Rich
Nightclubs and huge Las countries should end their by the group, Transparency by Iceland and, in a tie for
Vegas casinos picked them up financial support for corrupt International.
third place, Denmark and
first but now they are used in governments and blacklist
Bangladesh, Nigeria and New Zealand.
coffee shops, doctor's offices and companies that get caught Haiti are judged the three
"Rich countries must
paying bribes abroad, a most corrupt countries sur- provide practical support
day spas.
Oasis, a major supplier of oxy- watchdog group that moni- veyed in the 2003 Trans- to developing country govgen bar equipment based in tors corruption in 133 parency International Cor- ernments that demonstrate
Sarasota, Fla., cites increased nations said Tuesday.
ruption Perceptions Index. the political will to curb
energy and alertness and elimiFive out of 10 developing Argentina and Zimbabwe corruption,'' Transparency
nation of stress as just a few of countries suffer from "a high are among nine nations International
chairman
the many bonuses from oxygen's level of corruption," and where corruption has wors- Peter Eigen said in a state"natural high."
some wealthy nations fare ened since the Berlin-based ment.
But whether dispensing oxy- little better, according to a group took its last poll, in
gen provides real benefits or is compilation of surveys of 2002.
even allowable without a license business people, academics
Judged No. 1, or least cor- News in Brief is compiled by
is still unclear.
and risk analysts prepared
Adam L. Mathis, online editor.
rupt, was Finland, followed
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take money from bank

FRANKFORT (AP) - Test scores released
Tuesday indicate a third or more of Kentucky's public schools are longshots to hit a
deadline for meeting the state's long-range
academic goals.
Overall, students generally made
progress toward those goals with two
exceptions - high school science and social
studies.
Education Commissioner Gene Wilhoit
said a dip in scores in those two categories
was "bothersome," as was the fact that so
many schools remain well off the pace
needed to reach a goal of overall academic
proficiency by 2014.
That goal is represented by a score of 100
on a theoretical scale of zero to 140. It
would indicate that, on average, a school's
student population is "proficient." The
state's system has four performance levels
- novice, apprentice, proficient and distinguished.
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1506 Chestnut Street (across from the J&T Building)
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ATTENTION ALL

~STUDENTS & FAOJLlY!
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Get a $50 One-Hour
Prem ier Massage for only 0

$35 during Sept. and Oct. -s·
CALL 767-0045 to book
your visit at Body H aven.

806 Chestnut St. - Murrav •761-0054

located on Hwy 121 Past lowe's • Murray, KY

-----------P. S. • WELCOM E BACK!!!

Thre e c heers and
a Fi ve Star
celebration.
Celebrations b ring our community together . And at

U .S. B ank, we're proud to celebrate our community
and ou r commitment to being your hometown bank,
with the fi n est financial products backed by the only
Five Star Ser vice g u arantee. It's your assurance that
you' ll receive t he highest l evels of service availa b le
anywhere - and tha t 's something to cheer about!
www.usbank.com

Member FDIC
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· DAILY LUNCH §PECIAL§
· !\liGHTLY DRINK §PECIAL§

• 2 for IHsclay • 2 mlucl drinks for
th~ price of one!
·Wed. & Thu • 50 c drafts a . 9 p.m.
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Weekend attendance up
'Unpack your suitcase'
more successful this year
ness Center is now open until
midnight, and some athletic
events are bejng moved to
weekends.
Baurer said no one event is
most popular on weekends,
but with local students playing
at Friday Night Live, the Residential College Association
showing movies on Friday
nights and Cinema International continuing to present
independent films. more stu·
dents are staying on weekends.
Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson said
more activities are being
offered, but student awareness
of these events is the prime
concern.
"We're trying to do more to
publicize ihe events now," he
said. "We've got ads in the
residence halls (and} on Racer-

by Joshua Brown
Contributing Writer
With a slew of events scheduled each weekend, Murray
State's Unpack Your Suitcase
program is geared toward
keeping homeward-bound students on campus.
University officials said the
program, which was initiated
by the Student Government
Association last year with the
help of Student Affairs, has
steadily been gaining in popularity.
"We're trying to change the
campus culture in regards to
keeping students here," Curris
Center Director Jim Baurer
said.
Baurer said there are several
new reasons for students to
stay during weekends. The Fit-

net. We had complaints last
year about how it was difficult
to find out what was going
on."
Baurer said events are posted on the ..Campus Weekend"
section of Murray State's Web
site.
"Usually I find out what's
going on through the Murray
State Web page,'' said Tricia
Crews,
freshman
from
Gilbertsville.
Sunny Wang. a graduate
student from Taiwan, also uses
technology to find weekend
events. Wang is one of several
international students who
receive an e-mail of campus
events from Murray's Institute
of International Studies.
Baurer said another way students can find out about weekend activities is to look at the
Unpack your Suitcase fliers
distributed in the residential
colleges and posted around
campus. The fliers detail
events on and off campus.
Assistant Director of Residential Education Neil McMil-

.

lion pointed out that the
monthly schedule of movies is
now printed on the back of the
fliers.
"Movie showtimes will be at
4 p.m. 7 p.m., 10 p.m. and 1
a.m. every day," McMillion
said. "Students will soon be
able to go to the (Residential
College Association) portion
of the SGA Web site and send
comments, suggestions. or
movie requests."
To generate even more student activities on campus,
McMillion also said the RCA
is planning a weekend mystery
dinner theater and will host a
paintball event again in the
spring.
Baurer said even though
Unpack your Suitcase has
been more successful than last
year, it will take time to
achieve a large increase in stu·
dent attendance at weekend
events.
Said Baurer: "We know we
won't change it overnight, so
right now we're just trying to
take small steps."

of Student Affairs, said the School Relations Office actively recruits minority students, students from underrepresented
areas, students with high academic records
and international students.
"We feel that minority students are very
important, and we are actively pursuing
them," Robertson said.
Although some students believe the University should give advantages to underrepresented students, others said they would be
upset if they were denied enrollment in
favor of a less-qualified student.
Reagan Parrent, graduate student from
Marion, said she would feel cheated if her
application were rejected because of
nonacademic standards.
Demarkus Pruitt, senior from Louisville,
said he could see both sides.
"It depends on the circumstance," Pruitt
said. "I understand if the University is
doing what's best for the University....
Diversity is important"
Smith said although the University does
deny many admissions requests, students
who meet the minimum requirements are
not refused.
"We do want diversity, but (diversity) is
a natural occurrence," she said.
Radke, · who chairs the Admissions
Appeals Committee, said anyone who is
derued admissions can appeal the decision.

Contributing Writer
Although Murray State values diversity
in its student population, the University
does not consider factors other than academics when admitting students, said Paul
Radke, director of School Relations.
Seven years after a federal court ruled
against quota-based affrrmalive action programs in institutions of rugber learning in
the 1996 case Hopwood v. Texas. Murray
Stute is still working toward increa~ing the
diversity of its student population.
Radke said University admissions policies do not shape the freshmen clao;ses.
"AI1 students are treated equally when
they apply to this University," he said.
Mary Smith, director of Admissions Services, said Murray State does not cap
enrollment because all students who meet
the academic requirements are admitted.
"As long a~ a Kentucky student takes the
ACT and graduates from an accredited high
school, he or she is admitted," she said.
"Outside the state, if the student has precollege curriculum and an 18 (or above) on
the ACT', a class rank in the top half or a
three-point (or better grade-point average)
on a four-point scale, they are unconditionally admitted."
However, Don Robertson, vice-president

I
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Marcia Hobbs, head of the nursing
department. said her department is forced to
restrict its enrollment because of limited
resources.
"Neither race, ethnicity nor gender enter
the picture," Hobbs said. "We go right by
the book."
Hobbs said the department has specific
admissions criteria for undergraduate and
graduate students. However, because of
increased enrollment, more qualified students have applied than the nursing school
can accommoda1e.
"Nursing, as a profession. is aware that
we need to diversify. That includes men
and race," Hobbs said.
Although no special policies are in place,
Hobbs said several men and minority students have been admitted into the nursing
program.
Radke said although Murray State's offi.
cial policies cannot aid the process, University recruiters are doing everything possible
to ensure the enrollment of underrepresented students.
"Places of higher education should provide an oppottunity for students to meet
people who have been rajsed in different
cultural and geographic backgrounds,''
Radke said. "If we can bring the world to
Murray State, the students are all the better
for it."

.·

Cherie Timberlake/guest

(Left to right) Stacy Thomas, graduate student from Murray; Steven

Saun~

den, sophomore from Murray; Arista Johnson, graduate student from Pad·
ucah ; and MyKela Thomas, junior from O' Fallon, Ul., host "SouiRight."

'Soulflight' radio show ·. :
gets new hip-hop crew
•.•

by Karrl Freeman
Contributing Writer

University clarifies admissions standards
by Rob Whitfield

II

Hip-hop and R & B fans have another reason to tum off '1'RL" and tum on the radio.
"Soulflight," a student-produced radio
show, airs from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. Friday on
WKMS 91.3 FM.

'7he show started in the '70s and had
waves of student hosts over the years," said
Kate Locbte, WKMS-FM station manager.
Cherie Timberlake, coordinator of
African-American Student Services and Eth·
rue Programs is an adviser of the students
who produce "Soultlight."
.. 'Soultlight' went on a hiatus for a while
and came back in 1996 with the help of my
cousin, a man from Louisville and myself,''
she said.
Locbte said the program temporarily
stopped airing last spring.
"I came here in 1988, and the show was
still running," Lochte said. "A hiatus
occurred this spring, and 'Soulflight' was
only on air for a month or two. However, this
summer we agreed to reconcile it."
To initiate student involvement this summer, Timberlake sent out a newsletter asking
for participants with experience.
'"Soulflight' can be a recruiting tool for
African-American students to come to Murray State to have hands-on experience for
radio and public relations," she said.
Welch said "Soultlight" is produced and
hosted by Murray State students. 'The program broadcasL'> in 27 counties in four states.
"'Soulflight' doesn't have a budget, so the

music is donated by record companies,"
Welch said.
• · ..4
Lochte said the "Soulflight" crew is great
to work with and are c:nger to learn about •
radio.
''This new crew is pretty exciting.
(They've) already started to train in radio and
have to follow the Federal Communications
Commission," Lochte said.
'The hosts of the show are Steven Saunders, .sophomore from Murray: Arista Johnson, graduate student from Paducah; MyKeia
Thomas, junior from O'Fallon, Ill.; and Stacy • •
Thomas, graduate student from Murray...
"As a little girl, I listened to the radio
because it was exciting and fun," Thoma-;
said. adding that she likes being a radio host.
"It gives you a different personality. (You're)
not judged by who you are."
A former "Soulflight" host talked Johnson
into participating with the show.
'This is so much fun, and I've had a blast
doing this so far,'' she said. "Cherie Timberlake kind of talked me into it when I backed
out the first time, and now I'm glnd l agreed
to do it.''
Lochte said the ''Soulflight" audience
extend'> beyond Murray State.
"Middle school kids Me calling in early.
and around 12 a.m. high school kids (call)."
Lochte said.
Londiwe Mkhize, senior from South
Africa, heard about the show through a
friend.
'"Soulflight' plays the music that [ listen
to, and it's cool. Students can phone in and
dedicate a song to whoever."

r- < Fun~Se~:s:ion' --l :

Take a picture of something interesting and submit it
with a description, names (unless there are five or
more people), classifications, majors, and hometowns. The picture must be in .jpg fonnat.

- - - - M~tray St~\~~ ---
Contact ERIN GILLES at 762-4481
or erin.gilles@murraystate.edu or check out
www.tbenews.org for·more infonnation.
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This \Xleek

Guest cellist
entertains
with music,
anecdotes

•Thursday
f

•Ticket Sales - Fuel

I concert sales, 10 a.m.
I

I
I
1

t-n

to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday, SGA
office. Call 762-6951
for more information.

•FridaY
•Fall Break - All
classes dismissed.
•Fall Break Trip
MSU
Outdoor
Adventure Club, rock
climbing, mountain
biking and canoeing
trip to Glendale State
Park and Jackson
Falls. Dl., departure at
7 a.m. Fee is $40. Formore information, email
brett.rudolph
@ murraystate.edu.
•Friday Night Live
Movie night - "Final
Destination 2,'' 8
p.m., Curris Center
Stables. Free admission.

sk't

by Allison U ght
Staff Writer

• Saturday
• •Cross
Country
Meet
Preview
meet, 10 a.m., Roy
S tc~art Stadium.
•Football
Game
Murray State vs.
Samford, 1 p.m.,
Samford University.
•Women's World
• Cup Soccer - Third. place match, 2:30
p.m., Curris Center
Stables.

· •Su n day
~

•Worship Service
• Sunday Night Fellowship, 5:30 to 7 p.m.,
University Christian
Student Center.
, •Concert - Pedro the
Lion, 6 p.m., Curris
Center
Ballroom.
Admission is $10.
•Women's World
Cup Soccer - Winner
vs. DPR Korea. viewing at 6:30p.m., Curris Center Stables.

•Monday
•Devotional - University Christian Student Center, 6:30 to 8
p.m.. Elizabeth College.
•Performance
·Murray
Civic Music
I
Association,
St.
Louis Brass Quintet,
7:30 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium. Phone
_ 762-ARTS for event
1
updates and admission fee.
.Concert - Fuel and
Smile Empty Soul, 8
p.m., RSEC. Phone
762-6951 for ticket
information.

Pilot offers $20 flights over Murray
by Jonathan Meador
Staff Writer
"Clear!"
Ernie Jirak yelled into his headset as the
engine of the Cessna 172 rumbled to life.
The plane accelerated along the black slab
of runway, the propeller a spinning blur.
Jirak adjusted the throttle - a small. red
stick jutting from the instrument panel and in one small push, the plane leapt into
the clear afternoon sky.
For Jirak, 60, leaping is a part of life.
His company, Cardinal Aviation, offers
the aerial-oriented a glimpse of Murray
from 2,000 feet for a $20 fee.
"I love being able to look at the world
from this vantage point," Jirak said. "You
can see a whole lot more from up here."
Jirak traces his love of flying back to
1962 when, fresh out of high school, he
joined the Air Force.
• "When 1 graduated high school, I thought
joining the Air Force would be a good
learning opportunity and allow me to travel," he said. "Being around those planes so
much, (flying) ju~t got into my blood."
Yet it wasn't flying that lured the native

New Yorker away from home. In 1980, he of 17 students enrolled. Students who
moved to Murray to make toys.
complete the training under Jirak's tutilege
"I originally came here to work for the are able to be certified by the Federal AviFisher-Price company," he said. "I was put ation Administration as a licensed pilot.
Jirak himself has a commercial license
in charge of setting up a plastics-molding
operation."
with an instructor' s rating and hns logged
In 1999, Fisher-Price offered its employ- more than 8.000 personal flight hours.
ees aged 55 or older the option of early
"I wouldn't fly for a commercial airline,"
retirement. Jirak took it as an opportunity he said. "(Jumbo jets are) like driving a big
to pursue his dream by founding Cardinal bus. You just go from one city to the other,
Aviation, a small aviation business, that back and forth , and you don't get to see
year.
much of anything."
"My day usually starts getting busy when
Pointing to the control panel of his Cessmost people are getting home from their na he said, "This gives me more freedom."
work," he said.
As the airfield came into sight. Jirak
Jirak's duties run the gamut from flying gave a word of warning to those with their
planes to answering phones.
hearts in the clouds.
"It helps that I love what I do," he said.
"lf you want to start your own aviation
ln addition to offering rides, Jirak's busi- business, don' t," he said, touching the
ness provides a flight training school and plane down with a squeel on the tarmac.
an airplane machine shop.
"Since 9/ 11, there have been a lot of
Watchful students may have noticed restrk'tions placed on uS'; · he contawed.
fliers offering "Airplane Rides, $20" on "It makes it really hard for n startup airline
various campus bulletin boards.
to survive. There's not much demand for it.
"It's a word-of·mouth kind of thing,"
"You need a love for it," he said.
Those willing to share Ernie Jirak' s Jove
Jirak said of his advertising. "It's just me
and my planes."
of the skies can contact him by phoning
Jirak's flight school currently has a total 489-6104.

photos by Paul Baker/The News

Ernie Jirak's Cessna 172 flies students 2,000 feet above Murray for a $20 fee. J irak is licensed to fly for a commercial
airline but said be prefers smaller aircraft because they give him more freedom and a better view.

Strains from a 278-year-old Stradivarius echoed in Performing Arts HaJJ as cellist Evan Drachman perfonned Friday night
The evening was light and infonnal .as Drachman started
the recital with a few jokes. He explained his antique cello,
made by Antonio Stradivari, was previously played by
Drachman's grandfather, cellist Gregor Piatigorsky,
before being passed down to him.
Between each piece, Drachman offered the audience stories and anecdotes about each piece
played and concluded the recital with a
question-and-answer session.
Drachman, accompanied by Thomas
Hoppe on piano, played Edward Elgar's Concerto for Cello and On:hestra in E Minor, Opus 99:
Sergei Prokofiev's "March," Op. 65, and "Masques";
and Robert Schumann's "Fantasy Pieces," Op. 73 as
well as a Schumann encore.
Drachman related a story told by his grandfather
about the Prokofiev piece, "March." In the piece, a
vagabond hears an anny coming and hides to avoid
enlistment After the anny leaves, the man decides he
wants to pretend to be a soldier, then a bugle player,
then a real soldier. The music of the piece dramatizes the vagabond's various actions.
Jaime Fairbanks, sophomore from
Murray, said she enjoyed the emotional aspect of the music and how the
audience could relate to it in one
way or another.
"(Drachman's) music really told
a story, and if didn't, it was able to
have the audience engaged in past
memories and thoughts," he said.
Fairbanks said his favorite piece
was Prokofiev's "Masques" because
he knew what the piece was about and
could identify with it.
Senior M.J. Robinson, from Murray,
said the most appealing part of the
performance was Drachman' s
cello.
"I thought it was superinteresting how he is playing on
his ·grandfather'Jl cello, and it
was made by 'the' (Stradivari), who is an expert in
making instruments," she
said.
Pamela Wurgler, interim
chair of the department of
music, said some of her favorite
aspects of the recital were the
stories Drachman told between
pieces and the different lengths of
the pieces. She said the question-and-answer
session "helped the audience see these wonderful perfanners as real people who have dedicated their lives to
making and sharing music."
Drachman and Hoppe are from the Piatigorsky Foundation, established in honor of Drachman's grandfather.
According to www.piatigorskyfoundation.org, the nonprofit organization "presents concerts across the country,
often in places where people would otherwise not have the
opportunity to attend such perfonnances."
Drachman said about 10 performers in the Piatigorsky
Foundation play in about 300 recitals all over the United
States.
,
Murray State will host two more recitals by the Piatigorsky Foundation in the spring semester.

•Tuesday
. •CAB - Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.•
Curris Center Ohio
Room. Guests and the
general public are
welcome.

+Ius

i s wrif'k?q
c r a Y""' Mister:

• •Wednesday
•Fair - Fall Career
10 a.m. to 2
p.m.. Curris Center
third floor. Profes• sional dress required
: und copies of resume
:optional.
Phone
: Marlo Rhodes at 762: 3802 or visit campus.
murraystate.edu/
s ervices/career
~ services/careerfair.
html for more information.
.
•SGA - Student Government Association
student senate meeting, 5 p.m., Curris
Center
Barkley
• Room.
if Fair,

r

: •Thursday
:: •Elections - Homecoming queen and
king elections, 9 a.m.
to 9 a.m. Friday,
campus.murraystate.
edu.
•Cinema International - "Beijing
Bicycle," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.

PROFESSOR HOBO
PRESIDeNT MITTENS HAS
ORDERED A CRACkDOWN ON
RESIDENTIAL COU..E6E VIOLATIONS.
WE ARE HERE TO INSPECT YOUR
ROOM. STAND ASIDE/

~~~~!
I~IIMV~·~~!MM~O~~~!_----------~J~U
~S~TIN
.-T-H-IS--R-EF-R-IG_E_R_A_T_O_R_IS_
_ O_VE
__
R_T_H_E.,
ME6AN, CHECK IT! MY FRAT IS
APPROVED SIZE. YOU MUST BE
HAVING AN AWESOME HAU.OWEEN
PENAUZED/
PARTY!
HALLOWEEN ISN'T FOR
ANOTHER THREE WEEKS.
AND ON THIS PAPER YOU
SPELLED HALLOWEEN WITH
AN EXCLAMATION MARK AND
AN ASTERISK.

YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL
YEAH, Q- BERT HELPED ME
WITH THAT.
WHAT HAVE I TOLD YOU
ABOUT TRUSTING VIDEO
SAME CHARACTERS?
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This Week

Experience teaches future teachers
by Allison Light

1. OutKast - "Speakerboxxx/
The Love Below"
2. Dave Matthews - "Some
Devil"
3. Limp Blzklt - "Results May
Vary''
4. R. Kelly - "The R. in R & B
Collection: Volume One"
5. Oble Trice - "Cheers"
Source: Associated Press

•Movies
1. School of Rock - Starring
Jack Black
2. Out of nme - Starring Denzel Washington
3. The Rundown - Starring
The Rock
4. Under the Tuscan Sun
Starring Diane Lane
5. Secondhand Lions - Starring Michael Caine
Source: Associated Press

1. Phil Mcgraw - "The Ultimate
Weioht Solution"
2. Lemony Snlcket - "The
Slippery Slope: A Series of
Unfortunate Events, Book 10"
3. Arthur Agatston - "The
South Beach Dier
4. Mitch Alborn - "The Five
People You Meet in Heaven"
5. Dan Brown - "The Da Vinci '
Cocte•
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www.rjkeller.com/trlbreds/
Want to do something crazy?
Many would consider Murray
State's triathalon team, which
competes in swimming, biking
and running competitions, to be
reserved for the insane, If this
is you, check it out.
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Staff Writer
Creating tests and lesson plans, grading
papers and leading classes consume the
lives of student teachers as they learn to
successfully navigate the ups and downs
of the teaching world.
Sarah Bowers, senior from Cadiz, is
teaching three English classes at Henderson County High School. Bowers said
watching students team is one of the best
things about student teaching.
''The best part is the students," Bowers
said. "It is great to watch them catch on to
something.'' (When) they get it, you know
that you have helped them."
Bowers said the main pitfalls of student
teaching are the random, unexpected
events that can occur in the classroom.
"You can't prepare for everything that
is going to happen because you never
know what kids are going to say or what
kids are going to do," she said. "You have
to always be on your toes. You can never
be relaxed."
Jackie Robinson, senior from Owensboro, is teaching first graders at Benton
Elementary. She said it doesn't matter
what age students are, classroom problems are basically the same.
Robinson recently had to break up a
scuffle between two first-grade boys

''The best part is the students.
It is great to watch them catch
on to something. (When) they
get it, you know that you have
h~lped them.''
Sarah Bowers
Student Teacher
fighting over a bathroom stall.
After separating the boys and hearing
both sides of the story, Robinson and
another instructor decided the boys had
punished each other enough because one
had a black eye and the other had become
so upset during the fight, he threw up on
the floor.
Senior Cordez Bacon , from Hopkinsville, is currently teaching band at the
sixth, seventh and eighth grade levels and
two general music courses at Calloway
Middle School. Bacon said he loves sticking with the children as they try to catch
on to daily lessons.
From day one, Bacon instructed 19
sixth-grade clarinet players. He taught the
students how to put their horns together,
blow through them correctly, finger notes
and avoid squeaking when playing.
Bacon said he is proud his clarinet sec-

lion is now the best section in a band of
76 and thinks his troop will continue to
improve throughout the year.
Student teachers usually observe classes for a short period before getting handson experience. Bacon said he took control
of a classroom on his first day.
"When I arrived. I got fantiliar with the
surroundings and the kids, but three periods into the day, 1 started teaching," he
said. "It was fun because' the kids were
interested in seeing a new person in class.
They were all real interested (in me)."
In addition to student teachers, the Uni versity also employs 27 University coordinators assigned to specific MSU students to periodically observe and evaluate
their teaching abilities.
"Every coordinator has certain guidelines they have to follow, and they have 't o
go out for four visits (to observe students)
to keep things consistent," said Jeanie
Robertson, student teaching coordinator.
Bacon said being observed feels like
just another day in his classroom.
Robertson said area schools often look
to hire teachers from Murray State's program.
Said Robertson : "We are very fortunate
(because) our program has an excellent
reputation, and our schools want our student teachers because they know they are
going to be excellent teachers."

To be eligible to
student teach,
students must:
•

Have been granted
admission to the Teacher
Education Program

•

File a fonnal application in the
Office of Teacher Education
Services two semesters prior
to the term in which student
teaching is desired

•

Have a minimum 2.50
GPA in major, areas,
professional education and
overall

•

Have demonstrated teaching
ability in field and clinical
situations

•

Have been successfully
reviewed by the Admission to
Teacher Education Committee
of their respective colleges

'Heretic' conjures typical Florida death metal
by Justin Bontrager
Staff Writer
Florida's premier death-metal outfit.
Morbid Angel, is back with another
satanic offering just in time for Halloween with "Heretic."
Florida is renowned for its copious supply of death-metal bands (the "Rolling
Stone" Web site lists 230 similar bands),
and Morbid Angel is the reigning
monarch.
Tbe wealth of such music in tho area is
probably a backlash to the prevalence of
Christian propriety permeating that notch
in the Bible Belt.
"Heretic" relies on a basic formula:
methamphetamine-fueled drums, the
patented "Cookie Monster" vocals and
wickedly quick guitar solos that could
only be pulled off by a prodigy of the

devil. lfs not my cup of baby's blood, but
1 do find it quite amusing.
I'm bummed my copy is without a lyric
sheet (which would be sure to summon

The Brothers of Sigma Chi are
proud to announce the
Fall 2003 Gamma Rho pledge class

Patrick Armstrong
Chris Chandler
Daniel Davis
Justin Davis
Matt Edwards
Tyler Fincher
Ryan Gasaway
Austin Goodwin
Robert Hankins
Taylor Johnson
Mitch Koetter
Pui-Wang lau
Cameron lyle

Kristopher Mauck
Alex Morris
Patrick Murphy
Shane Okenfuss
Eric Orta
Tillen Perry
Robert Proctor
Dan Rouse
Jason Shafer
Ashley Sheikh
Doug Spalding
Josh Ussery

Good luck ma ister Chris Dietrich!

my laughter), but at least I'm privy to a
list of the song titles. My favorite is
"Cleansed in Pestilence." Isn't that an
oxymoron, like ·~umbo shrimp." "anarchy rules," "rap music" and "military
intelligence"?
Oh well, what should one expect from a
group of guys obsessed with Viking lore
and who dance around blazing bonfires in
goat-skin pants'? OK. I'm not really sure
if they do that, but they should- it would
add to their box-office appeal.
You know what Murray State lacks
(beside parking spaces)? A death-metal
fraternity. Think of the parties, or better
yet, the initiations. Maybe some local
miscreant could start one - l'd join. We
wouldn't even need to splurge on one of
those fancy -schmancy frat houses - we
could live in a cave.
Instead of cliche Greek characters on

our sweatshirts, we could have druidic
runes. And, our accompanying sorority
could be comprised solely of sacrificial
virgins. The possibilities are limitless.
Anyway, this CD is not for the faint of
heart or the faint of faith. The only lyrics
that I could discern were "Urgh ... 666,
urgh ... 666."
I wouldn't buy the damn thing -I could
just play my old Slayer records on 45
speed and get the same effect.
I'd give this an obligatory rating of 6.66
on a scale of I 0, but I' m required to
bestow it with one of those siJly letter
grades.
Fine, this gets a B for Beelzebub and a
minus to symbolize the absence of God.

Obligatory Rating: B-

Congratulations

Sarah Powell

MSU Homecoming Court
2003
Good Luck To One Of Our Favorite Employees.
Vintage Rose Emporium
303 N. 12th St. • 759-2100
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by Janet Robb

Contributing Wdter

"'
~With
a $283.99 grant and hopes of furt.Der encouraging diversity at Murray State,

oae lecturer decided to make dinner.

t Mam· Yassin Sarr. lecturer in the English
atid philosophy department. recently started
Sandra Flynn Multicultural Institute,
in honor of the late Murray State
provost who also
was Sacr's adviser and mentor.
Sarr said Flynn
promoted
the
idea of active
service.
"When I saw
the grant. it
reminded me of
some of the
things she stood
for," Sarr said.
Sarr applied
for an international iLation
Mam-Yassin Sarr grant after read•
ing about it on
~wray State's Web site. After receiving
tl)e grant money, Sarr decided to start a din~r and discussion group.
"I thought (the money) would be more
u'seful to spend it on something like a club

C&.UES ACROSS

1· Packs
4. Fresh water flah
9. An Individual unit
13. Monetary unit of Macao
14. Small object
15. Oivfslon of geological
time
1fl. The side upon which
th~t use of a thing depends
17. Wanderer
18. At ease In talking to
others
20. Sign of assent, salutation or commend
~ Affectedly stylish
25. Spiritual torpor
27. Bulky grayish-brown
eagle
28.Diamlss
29. Ratify
32. Snow house
35. Molten rock
39. Rayon, for one
40. Intestinal Inflammation
41. Jan van der _,Dutch
painter •

serves up culture
where people could come and learn, and a
good thing to do on a college campus is to
provide dinner," Sarr said.
Sarr e-mailed faculty, staff and former
student~ to attend the first meeting and
deeide when to meet and what subjects to
discuss.
The institute members, who come from
several different backgrounds, decided each
meeting will be used to discuss topics
including gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender issues, a:; well as cultural topics
from such areas as Africa. Australia,
Europe. North America and the Middle
East The meals also will be consistent with
whatever culture is being discussed.
At each of the meetings, mernbeC!i have
dinner, then invit.etl spealcers talk about
issues dealing with race, class, gender, sexuality and religion in their respective cultures. The speakers also address cultural
stereotypes, how America has affected
them and what they love about their culture
or religion. A question-and-answer session
follows .
Michael Smith, sophomore from Clay.
and secretary for the institute ha-; been to
both meetings held so far.
"I think the meetings went well because
people were able to articulate their opinions
freely and see the other side's opinions,"
Smith said.
Sarr said Smith· s observations are what

42. Suggest

44. VIce president (slang)
45. Potato state, abbr.
47. One and only
49. About finances
51. Unmasculine man
54. Color
56. Semitic fertility deity
58. About the sun
60. Outer coat, asp. of
sheep and yaks
62. Brim
63. Body cavities
64. Rapid bustling movement
•
65. Paradise
66. Flight feather
67. Remain as Is
CLUES DOWN
1. Iron-rich rocks
2.Eggs
3. Italian lawn game
4. Wrestler's victory
5. Dark olive black
e. Do over, as of a house
7. Adorned

8. Mortar trough

10. Having moderate heat
11. Before
12. An Irrational motive for
a belief or action
19. Chronicles, abbr. (Biblical)
21. S. American wood sorrel cultivated for Its edible
tubers
23. Having a center
24. The first letter of a
name
25. One who assists
26. To make spirited
29. _ Adams, U.S. politician
30. Water In the solid state
31. Command right
33. A crystalline rock
34.Lube
36.Fed
37. Engage In a contest
38. Cobra used by the
Pharaohs
43. Intellectual sustenance
46. Hit lightly
48." The center of a city
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Indie rock fans prepare
for Pedro the Lion show

she envisioned when she planned the meetings.
"What I dreamt for the group was that
people would come not just to argue about
these issues, but to actually learn about
these issues," she said.
Members of Alliance spoke at the Sept.
30 meeting and discussed stereotypes ass<r
ciated with alternative lifestyles.
The Sandra Flynn Multiculturnl Institute
will meet in the Curris Center Ohio Room
from 6:30 to 8:30p.m. on Oct. 28, Nov. I l,
Nov. 18 and a graduation ceremony on Dec.

byUzSmJth
Staff Writer
The Curris Center will resound with melodious
guitar rifts and cheering fans Sunday night as
Pedro the Lion roars onto campus.
The Seattle-based indie band will perform
along with Calico Jack and Stellar Kin at 6 p.m.
Sunday in the Curris Center Ballroom.
Featured in ''Spin" magazine's 1998 "10 Best
Records You Didn't Hear," Pedro the Uon's
emo-acoustic sound has won the respect of crit·
ics.
Lead singer and songwriter David Bazan's talent convinced the Jade Tree record label to sign
Pedro the Lion in 1999.
''We were really lucky to get them to come
here," said Calico Jack frontman Chris Schweizer. "Most indie rock bands with their reputation
tend to just tour big cities, bot a student went to
their Web site and saw they were playing within
about five hours of Murray. He got in touch with
their booking agent who said the band would be
able to come."
Schweizer, senior from Hopkinsville, is currently organizing the concert, and for $10, students can purchase tickets at the door.
Calico Jack and Stellar Kin will play 40 minutes each. and Pedro the Lion will have the stage
for an hour.

2.

Everyone b invited, and those interested
should e-mail Sarr at mnm.sarr
@murraystate.edu or phone 762-2398.
The topic for next Tuesday'.s meeting is
Asia.
Institute members wiiJ receive certificates ar graduation, and Sarr said she hopes
to invite University officials to the ceremony. as well ac; the members' families and
friends.
The Nov. 18 meeting is scheduled during
International Education Week and will
cover relations between North America and
the Middle Ea...t.
Said Sarr: "We're hoping that North
Americans will come and Middle Easterners will come, and they can talk about issues
in a safe environment and discuss stereotypes and share ideas."

49.Legend
50. Flower-bearing stalk
52. German aub
53. Serf
54. Perfect
55. Freed from difficulty
57. Help

The Murray State News

Because Pedro the Lion is headlining the
night's show, Schweizer said he is confident of a
good turnout.
'"The band played a concert in Nashville not
too long ago. and the show sold out aU 600
spots," he said. "It would be too optimistic to
guess anywhere near that number because we're
not a big city, but you never know. They've got a
pretty good fan base here."
Freshman Josh Stokes, from Hopkinsville, was
introduced to the band's music three years ago
and plans to see attend this weekend.
"I've never seen them play before, but I've
always wanted to," Stokes said. "My favorite
album is 'Hard to Find a Friend' with (Bazan) and
acoustic guitar.
..Their music doesn't stay the same," he continued. "Every album is different from the rest.
which malces the band good."
Pedro the Lion's most recent album, "Control,"
was relea~ in the summer of 2002.
On the Aero Booking Web site, Bazan
described the album as "a bit of a curveball
because it's abrasive - not tender, musically or
lyrically."
Schweizer said the band probably will play
tracks from all its albums- songs ranging from
folk to rock.
For more infonnation about the band. visit
www.pedrothelioo.com.

58. Title of reepect
59. Nero Wolfe author
Stout
151. A lyric poem

Last week's solution

Get The Murray State News
in your inbox.

Register now on our website and automatically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new Issue.
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather
It's the best way to stay Informed ... and It's free.

www.thenews.org
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Wednesday, October 15, 2003 10:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M. Curris Center, 3rd Floor
I

Check the web site for a continuous listing of participants at:
http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/careerservices/careerfair.html

1

For More Information, Contact: 210 Ordway Hall • Murray, KY 42071

762-3735 •

lS+

career.services@murraystate.edu

Career Fair Tips

What Can You Gain From Career Fair
**Networking skills**
' **Professional development**
Interview skills

What Should You Do Prior To The Event
**Have your resume critiqued**
**Research the companies by visiting the website**
**Develop questions to ask the recruiters**

Companies
In

llttendance

What Should You Do The Day Of The Fair
**Wear professional dress**
**Bring resumes**

:·.'

Equal Opportunity
Employer

.,'

....
~

~··

Thought about a career at Harrah's?
Here•s what some of our employees say about us!
"Harrah 's offers great pay and excellent benefits. There's less
stress and a fun atmosphere. Harrah's will work to help
employees obtain an Illinois EMT licence. "

Kevin,EMT Coordinator

"Harrah's provides me with the chance to meet new and interesting
people and experience the joy of working in the entertainment
industry. I always look f orward to going to work. "

Glenda. senH
iorExecautiverH"~a&S
I'

Now you really want to work at Harrnh's?

Apply online at
www.harrahs.com

Is your
resume
healthy?
Schedule a
consultation today ...
(270) 293-4113

METROPOUS CASINO

Visit

Interview Etiquette

Murray State University.

to be one of twelve students fo

Resumes are failing to
captivate attention of potential

receive a FREElO-minute,
resume consultation during the

T(oo) M(uch) l(nformation)
which is not relevent to
the position.

Interview Etiquette wil1 heal

your ailing resume.
inf~@interviewetiquette.com We know what employers are

Gift Certificates Available looking for because we hired
Visit us at:
www.interviewetiquette.com

~

There is an epidemic of
' RESUME T.M.I. ' at

employers because of

for them. Now, let us
work for you.

ns

MSU Fall Career Fair

It's
your
lucky
day!

Wednesday, Oct. 15th
Between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
(270) 293-4113
info @interviewetiquette.com
(;ift Certificates Availahle

·visit us at:
www.interviewetiquette.com

Representatives will be there to discuss the exciting job
opportunities and internships available with our organization.
Cannot attend? Please contact Nicole Truhe for information at·
Nicole.Truhe@ youthvillages.org

Job and Internship Opportunities
Come join Youth Villages at the Murray State
Career Fair on Wednesday, Oct. 15th.

or go to our website to find out about the wonderful things
we are doing for troubled children and their families at: Jf-~~~
:.l,;t~J,_....~

www.youthvilla&es.ori:

Sports

Sports Editor: Chris jung

12

Phone: 762-4481
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Perfect 10!
Racers break school, record, win lOth straight match, record sixth straight shutout

Erin Gilles!The N ews

Murray State junior outside hitter Kimberly Dunnage goes for the kill during the Racers' record-breaking
Oct. 3 victory against Samford. MSU has now won 11 consecutive matches, including seven shutouts.

by Brian Geary
Staff Writer

W ith a weekend sweep, including two dominating
wins at Racer Arena over Samford and Jacksonville
State, MSU broke a school record by winning 10
matches in a row.
The Racers (1()..4, 5-0 Ohio Valley Conference)
have recorded six straight OVC regular-season
shutouts, dating back to the team's final regular-season match last year. MSU has won 24 of its last 25
OVC games.
Head Coach David Schwepker, in his sixth season at
MSU, said he is not letting the pressure get to him as
the Racers prepare for an OVC title opportunity.
"We aciUally just keep all of that stuff in the back of
our minds,'' he said. "We are just focusing on our team
and continuous ly look for ways of improving each of
our rotations."

The Friday night match against the Bulldogs was the
first home game at Racer Arena for the women's volleyball team since its Sept. 20 match against
Appalachian State. The Racers won all three games
against the Samford (3()..20, 3()..27, 30-17) and scored
another shutout. Murray State played aggressively and
hit .400 against the OVC rival, making only 13 errors
in 115 attacks.
Sophomore outside hitter Paige Sun scored her llth
double-double in 13 matches with a match-high 17
kills, a bit percentage of .455 and co-match-high 12
digs. Junior outside hitter Kimberly Bunnage added 15
kills and .542 hit percentage.
Bunnage said Murray State is showing the rest ofthe
conference just how great a team the Racers are this

year.

"I think by winning 10 straight matches, including
six straight shutouts in the OVC, (we) are showing
people just how serious they need to take us," she said.
Sophomore middle blocker Abbi Gui had 13 kills

and made no errors in 18 attacks for an impressive
.722 attack percentage. Sophomore setter Nikki Wong
set a match-high 48 assists and a co-match-high four
blocks, and junior defensive specialist Casandra Ersel
set a co-match-high 12 digs.
In the second game, the Racers faced the unbeaten
Jacksonville State Gamecocks on Saturday in Racer
Arena. Each team's defense struggled, and hits rained
down on both sides of the net. Murray State finished
3()..26 in the first game and racked an identical score in
the second, clinching the match with 10-of-12 point~
scored.
Sun posted another double-double, her 12th of the
season with a match-high 21 kills and a match-high 12
digs against the Gamecocks. Gui and outside hitter
Lilli Zhan added 13 kills apiece. Outside hitter Kimberly Bunnage added 10 digs, and Nikki Wong had
another impressive game, dishing out 46 assists and a
team-high two aces for the Racers.
If the Racers get the opportunity to win the OVC

title this fall, Schwepker said the team's strong offense
will have to continue, but defense may be the critical
factor in deciding this year's tournament champion.
"Of course it takes both," Schwepker said. " Ho wever, what I have noticed in the past in the OVC, is that
the team with the best offense usually wins. Last year,
Tennessee-Martin had the best offense in our conference, and they won. Normally SEMO is No. I in
offense, and they have dominated because of it. But
don't get me wrong, you better play good defense, or
any team could come in and beat you."
The Racers next home match is on Oct. 14 against
region rival Southern Illinois. At the game, the athletic department with host "Break the Record" night in
an effort to set the all-time attendance record for a
home volleyball match.
Prizes will be given, and contests will be held
between residential colleges and Greek organizations
based on most fans and most spirit. The winner will
receive 10 free pizzas during the game.

Alabama duo domination: first-year schools sweep Racers
Samford, Jacksonville State defeat MSU 4-3, 2-0
in first games against newest OVC members
Staff Report
In its first two Ohio Valley
Confe re nce games against Samford Univers ity and Jacksonville
State, the women's soccer team
wanted to give the two newcomers a rude welcome to the confere nce.

Unfortunately, Samford and
Jacksonville State had other ideas
as the Racers dropped the two
games on Friday and Sunday.
The women opened the conference season with a 4-3 doubleovertime loss against the Samford Bulldogs. The Racers held a
three-goal advantage, but could
not seal the deal in the end.

Senior forward Emily Schaller
started the scoring against Samford with an assist from sophomore midfielder Lisa Pfieffer.
The first goal was the only goal
of the half, leaving Murray State
ahead 1-0.
In the second half. junior forward Kristin Robertson scored
after stealing a pass, and Schaller

netted her second goal of the
game after a no-call at midfield.
The Bulldogs began their
comeback in the middle of the
second half with goals in the
72nd, 85th and 90th minute.
The last goal was a penalty
kick awarded to Samford with the
game drawing to a close. Samford's Sara Geiger hit the near
post, but Lindsay Shanks got to
the rebound and put it in for a 33 tie.
Geiger later redeemed herself,
scoring in the 103rd minute in
double overtime to complete the

Samford comeback and a 4-3
win.
Two days later, the Racer team
continued its road trip with a visit
to Jacksonville, Ala., to face the
Jacksonville State Gamecocks.
The Gamecocks' Tiffanie
Stewart scored early in the II th
minute to give JSU a 1-0 lead.
The score lasted into the half. and
the Racer team was unable to get
its offense on track for the rest of
the game.
Overall, MSU only managed
one shot on goal out of seven
total shots.

JSU tallied one more score in
the second half as Joanna
McCaughey scored in the 74th
minute after a Racer foul.
Freshman goalkeeper Annie
Fortier stopped four shots on the
day for Murray State, but the
Racers fell 2-0.
The two losses for the women's
soccer team moved the Racers'
record to 3-6-3 (0-2-0 OVC).
The Racer team continues its
season with a nonconference
game against the Louisville Cardinals at 6 p.m. Friday at Cardinal Park.

Future of outdoor spirit-in hands of youths
Children are the future of hunting.
Without youngsters to take the reins, we won't have
much of a future in the outdoors. There's nothing
more rewarding than introducing a child to the joys of
hunting, and Youth Deer Hunt Weekend, Oct. 11 and
12. is a great way to start.
The good folks at the Kentucky Department of
Game and Fish schedule this hunt with maximum
odds for success in mind. This is the first time during
the season in which firearms are allowed for deer
hunting. and children are the only ones allowed
behind the triggers.
1 have some great memories of past youth seasons.
Some very large deer are killed every year during the
weekend event. I have taken some of my largest bucks
during youth hunts, including a 140-class nine-point
and several smaller bucks.
My best memory of a youth hunt, however. was last
year.

OVC Football Standings
Tennessee State
Eastern Kentucky
Jacksonville State
Murray Stale
Samford
SEMO
Tennessee· Martin
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Illinois

Overall
3-2
2-4
2-3
2·4

3·2
1-5
2-4
2-3
1-4

ovc
1·0
1-1
1· 1
1·1

1·1
1-1
1-1

OVC Football Schedule
Oct. ll
Murray State @Samford, 1 p.m.
Tennessee State@ Tennessee Tech,
1 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky @ Eastern Illinois,
1:30p.m.
Tennessee·Martin@ Jacksonville
State, 4 p.m.

1-1
0-1

-

I took a boy named Wes on a hunt on my bowhunting property. Wes had never taken a deer and was
eager about his chances. We stepped out at 5 :30 that
morning to a cold driule and a slight wind. My optimism decreased a little, as I knew we wouldn't be able
to sit comfortably for very long.
Shortly after daybreak, we decided to walk along an
oak ridge, partly to glass the area for feeding deer and
partly to warm our cold feet .
Creeping along at a snail's pace. I glanced at Wes
and noticed his eyes widen. He carefully pointed up
the ridge, where I spied a small six-point buck
ambling our way. I stepped to the side to allow a clear
shooting lane for Wes as the deer walked by within J5
feet. I quietly urged Wes to shoot if be wanted, but no
shot was fired as the buck eased on down the hill.
"What happened'?" I asked Wes. He shook his head.
I knew he had wanted the deer, so I thought maybe
he'd forgotten how to work the safety on my old rifle.

OVC Volleyball Standings

OVC Volleyball Schedule

ovc

Oct.lO
Eastern lllinois@ Austin Peay, 7
p.m.
Eastern Kentucky @Jacksonville
State, 7 p.m.
Morehead State@ Samford, 7 p .m.
SEMO@ Tennessee Tech, 7 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin@ Tennessee
State, 7 p.m.

Overall
Murray State
JacksonviUe State
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Eastern lllinois
SEMO
Austin Peay
Samford
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee State

11-4

~

12·4
12-7
10·7
6-12
3·14
6-10

3-1
3-1
3-1
3-1
2-2
1-3
1-3
1-3
1-4
0-4

6· 10

6-10
3·17
4·11

He just grinned and said he had frozen up with "buck
fever." I laughed a little as he moved to get back inro
position.
The buck was now 80 yards or so away and leaving
fast. Wes rested the rifle against tbe tree and squeezed
the trigger.
The buck fell where he stood.
High -fives were in order as we approached the
downed buck.
Wes said, "Man, my dad will be so proud of me.
That deer will give us good meat all winter. I want to
have a barbecue, and I want you to come."
I smiled and shook the boy's hand. Maybe at that
moment it would be more appropriate to call him a
man.

Will Brantley is the hunting and fishing columnist fo r
" The Murray State News."

OVC Soccer Standings
SEMO
Samford
Ea!itcm Illinois
Jacksonville State
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martin
Murray State
Morl'!head State
Austin Peay

0\·crall
7·2-3
6·2·3
6·4·2
6-3·2
7·6-0
5-3-2

ovc

3-6-3

G-2-()

2·7-1
2·8-1

0-2-0
0-2-Q

2-0-Q
2-0-0
2-0-0
1-0-1
1-1-Q
0-1-1

OVC Soccer Schedule
Oct.lO
Jacksonville State@ ~km lllinois, 3
p.m.
Morehead State @Tcnncs.'lee Tech, 3
p.m.
Campbelbville@ Austm Pcay, 4 p.m.
Murray State@ Louisville, 6 p.m.
Samford @ SEMO, 7 p.m.

,
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Kyser

dung

Lough

Clinkenbeard

Sport• Editor

Presentation Editor

Staff Writer

Season lleconl:

Season Record:

Season Record:

(43-31)

(37-37)

(44-29)

Last Weet:

s

Green Boy

Kansas City

Kansas City

Green Boy
India
olis
Buffalo
Chicago
Miami

Indio
olis
N.Y. Jets
New
eons
Miami
as
Tennessee

Indiana
is
Buffalo
New Orleans

Tennessee

Arizona

Tennessee
Denver
Baltimore

Denver
Baltimore

Tennessee
Denver
Baltimore

St. Louis

St. Louis

St. Louis

St. Louis

Denver

ONLINE DISPLAY ADVERTISING, $25/Week!

~ ~$~{ 1Dtm:J] SJtm

Restaurant, since 1972

All of our dishes are made with
fresh beef, sausage, veggies, sauces.
Italian dough & homemade
desserts prepared daily!

10% Discount For
MSU Students With J.D.
• Hair Care
• Waxing
• Massage Therapy • Manicure
• Facials
• Pedicure

e-mail • essentialspa@ hotmail.com

"An AVEDAConcept Salon"

PIZZA • PASTA • SALAD BAR • DESSERTS
Daily Specials • Private Meeting Rooms
970 Chestnut • 753-2975

so ...
psychology, huh?

J1J

-

Way to go buddy.
You finally worked up t he nerve to talk to that girl from Psych 101,
but you still sounded like a doofus with nothing intelligent to say.

RACDS

Murray store

University

That's where we come in.

He#$) us reach our hlrhest crowd attendance eyer/

PLUS WIN FREE PIZZAS!
Greek division and residential college division for the group with
largest attendancet most impressive presentation and true RACER SPIRIT!
The winning group from each division will each receive I 0 pizzas
delivered to their group at the game! The winning groups
will be announced between the 2nd and 3rd games.
Make signs, paint faces, be original and show us what your group is made oft
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Visit our website and subscribe to the Email Edition.
You'll get the latest campus newst college sports, and
calendar events delivered right to your lnbox.
Filled with lnteiHgent topics...
Subscribe to the Email Edition today!
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